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Homeowners:  VIRGIL & JEAN CUMMINGVIRGIL & JEAN CUMMING
Architect:  MICHAEL KREINDLER OF MICHAEL KREINDLER DESIGNMICHAEL KREINDLER OF MICHAEL KREINDLER DESIGN

Interior Designer:  BRETT JOHNSON OF MSDCo.BRETT JOHNSON OF MSDCo.
Builder:  JOHN GORDON OF JOHN GORDON BUILDERS, INC.JOHN GORDON OF JOHN GORDON BUILDERS, INC.

Countertops:  MORNINGSTARMORNINGSTAR
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Words by Debra Spark  Words by Debra Spark  //  Photos by Rachel Sieben  Photos by Rachel SiebenH
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belowbelow    Jean Cumming, daughter Sarah, and granddaughter Lily at a mahogany-topped kitchen island whose Jean Cumming, daughter Sarah, and granddaughter Lily at a mahogany-topped kitchen island whose 
curves echo the arch introduced when a kitchen wall was removed. curves echo the arch introduced when a kitchen wall was removed. 
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Jean and Virgil relax in a Jean and Virgil relax in a 
living room that mixes old living room that mixes old 
and new, such as the antique and new, such as the antique 
trunk and a custom glass trunk and a custom glass 
table designed to reflect table designed to reflect 
Maine’s lobstering tradi-Maine’s lobstering tradi-
tion. The painting over the tion. The painting over the 
mantel is by Emile Gruppe.     mantel is by Emile Gruppe.     
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H E  C U R R E N T  U B I Q U I T Y  O F  Z O O M  
has has The Brady BunchThe Brady Bunch, and its opening , and its opening 
grid, very much on people’s minds. In grid, very much on people’s minds. In 
that TV show, the then-modern appear-that TV show, the then-modern appear-
ance of the blended family’s home ance of the blended family’s home 

was entirely uniform: seventies suburban, down to the was entirely uniform: seventies suburban, down to the 
sunken living room and avocado-green refrigerator.  But sunken living room and avocado-green refrigerator.  But 
in real life, when adult households are combined, the in real life, when adult households are combined, the 
results typically reflect the couple’s separate talents and results typically reflect the couple’s separate talents and 
purchasing predilections. So it is with Virgil and Jean purchasing predilections. So it is with Virgil and Jean 
Cumming’s house, which overlooks Robinhood Cove in Cumming’s house, which overlooks Robinhood Cove in 
Georgetown.Georgetown.

Originally, Virgil bought the home as a summer Originally, Virgil bought the home as a summer 
cottage for his family. Architectural designer Michael cottage for his family. Architectural designer Michael 
Kreindler of Arrowsic and builder John Gordon of Kreindler of Arrowsic and builder John Gordon of 
Woolwich later added a guest cottage and garage to Woolwich later added a guest cottage and garage to 
the property. Virgil was so happy with the results, he the property. Virgil was so happy with the results, he 
subsequently decided to renovate the main house’s inte-subsequently decided to renovate the main house’s inte-
rior with the pair. This second project involved adding rior with the pair. This second project involved adding 
dormers and skylights to the second floor and opening dormers and skylights to the second floor and opening 
up and refreshing the ground floor. The curves from up and refreshing the ground floor. The curves from 
the previous project (atop the garage doors and for the the previous project (atop the garage doors and for the 

T guest house’s patio benches) were replicated selectively guest house’s patio benches) were replicated selectively 
in the main house, where a large archway separates an in the main house, where a large archway separates an 
updated kitchen from the dining and living areas.updated kitchen from the dining and living areas.

Virgil and Jean met in 2013 and married in 2015. They Virgil and Jean met in 2013 and married in 2015. They 
now both reside year-round in Maine and welcome their now both reside year-round in Maine and welcome their 
adult children and grandchildren for visits.  For the past adult children and grandchildren for visits.  For the past 
four years, Virgil and Jean have been redecorating with four years, Virgil and Jean have been redecorating with 
friend and collaborator Brett Johnson, who is owner and friend and collaborator Brett Johnson, who is owner and 
creative director of Portland’s Maine Street Design Co. creative director of Portland’s Maine Street Design Co. 
(MSDCo.). Brett describes himself as “spiritual advisor (MSDCo.). Brett describes himself as “spiritual advisor 
and sounding board for their combined vision.”and sounding board for their combined vision.”

On approach, the L-shaped house reads as a charm-On approach, the L-shaped house reads as a charm-
ing cottage, complete with white picket fence and ing cottage, complete with white picket fence and 
plentiful gardens. Inside, beadboard walls and upstairs plentiful gardens. Inside, beadboard walls and upstairs 
bedrooms, cozily tucked under the eaves, extend the bedrooms, cozily tucked under the eaves, extend the 
cottage feel. Otherwise, the interior is simultaneously cottage feel. Otherwise, the interior is simultaneously 
traditional and contemporary, combining antiques and traditional and contemporary, combining antiques and 
Oriental rugs with fresh colors (a muted pink for one Oriental rugs with fresh colors (a muted pink for one 
bedroom, a subdued sea green for another) and newer bedroom, a subdued sea green for another) and newer 
detailing (including pendant lighting, Roman shades, and detailing (including pendant lighting, Roman shades, and 
custom furniture with refined, simply patterned fabrics). custom furniture with refined, simply patterned fabrics). 
This layering of impulses reflects the couple’s tastes but This layering of impulses reflects the couple’s tastes but 

leftleft    A corner garden with echinacea and A corner garden with echinacea and 
heliopsis connects the edge of a picket fence heliopsis connects the edge of a picket fence 
with the end of a deck.with the end of a deck.          aboveabove  A local lobs-  A local lobs-
terman at work.terman at work.          oppositeopposite    Lily dashes toward Lily dashes toward 
the entry deck that leads to the kitchen. A the entry deck that leads to the kitchen. A 
screened porch is to her right.screened porch is to her right.
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also Brett’s design philosophy, which he describes as also Brett’s design philosophy, which he describes as 
“harmony through contrast.”“harmony through contrast.”

Color is particularly important to Jean, who worked Color is particularly important to Jean, who worked 
as an interior painter off and on for 15 years.  She as an interior painter off and on for 15 years.  She 
wanted to bring colors from the outdoors in, so she wanted to bring colors from the outdoors in, so she 
chose ocean hues for many rooms. After a trip to chose ocean hues for many rooms. After a trip to 
Amsterdam, the couple tried paint treatments they’d Amsterdam, the couple tried paint treatments they’d 
observed there, picking a bold blue gloss for the front observed there, picking a bold blue gloss for the front 
door and keeping the beadboard and Sheetrock of the door and keeping the beadboard and Sheetrock of the 
walls a uniform color.  Cherry and mahogany top select walls a uniform color.  Cherry and mahogany top select 
white built-ins, including the kitchen island, a hallway white built-ins, including the kitchen island, a hallway 
bookcase, and a bedroom dresser. The dark wood adds bookcase, and a bedroom dresser. The dark wood adds 
a crisp line to the more playful wall colors.a crisp line to the more playful wall colors.

Underneath the MSDCo. umbrella, Brett offers design Underneath the MSDCo. umbrella, Brett offers design 
services and custom fabrication, as well as goods from services and custom fabrication, as well as goods from 
Shop! (a brick-and-mortar home decor shop in Bath) and Shop! (a brick-and-mortar home decor shop in Bath) and 
Maine Street Design Hardware (which is a rebranded Maine Street Design Hardware (which is a rebranded 
version of the former Handle It! with a retail showroom version of the former Handle It! with a retail showroom 
within Shop!). All aspects of the business came into play within Shop!). All aspects of the business came into play 
in the house, as MSDCo. was responsible for new living in the house, as MSDCo. was responsible for new living 
room furniture, new fabrics for existing pieces, select room furniture, new fabrics for existing pieces, select 

window treatments, pillows, and even the rock-shaped window treatments, pillows, and even the rock-shaped 
knobs on the guest bathroom cabinetry. When Virgil and knobs on the guest bathroom cabinetry. When Virgil and 
Jean had the desire for a lobster claw–shaped coffee Jean had the desire for a lobster claw–shaped coffee 
table, Brett helped them design a glass-topped table table, Brett helped them design a glass-topped table 
with rustic metal base, fabricated by Westbrook’s Glass with rustic metal base, fabricated by Westbrook’s Glass 
and Mirror Services and Nate Hicks of South Portland’s and Mirror Services and Nate Hicks of South Portland’s 
Fishbone Metal Works.Fishbone Metal Works.

Virgil and Jean selected other Maine (or influenced Virgil and Jean selected other Maine (or influenced 
by Maine) items for the house, including throws from by Maine) items for the house, including throws from 
Get Wool: Seacolors Yarnery at Meadowbrook Farm and Get Wool: Seacolors Yarnery at Meadowbrook Farm and 
furniture from Chilton, Maine Cottage, and Thos. Moser. furniture from Chilton, Maine Cottage, and Thos. Moser. 
Paintings embrace the traditional, as with two gold-Paintings embrace the traditional, as with two gold-
framed landscapes from Abraham Bogdanove, who used framed landscapes from Abraham Bogdanove, who used 
to summer on Monhegan, and the contemporary, as with to summer on Monhegan, and the contemporary, as with 
the simplified barn forms on a large canvas by Freeport’s the simplified barn forms on a large canvas by Freeport’s 
Jean Jack.Jean Jack.

The late Bill Phinney of Wiscasset designed the gar-The late Bill Phinney of Wiscasset designed the gar-
dens that border the granite-slab steps leading from the dens that border the granite-slab steps leading from the 
driveway to the house and the additional gardens that driveway to the house and the additional gardens that 
wrap the porches and patios that hug the house. Phin-wrap the porches and patios that hug the house. Phin-
ney also helped thin trees to open the view to the water. ney also helped thin trees to open the view to the water. 

aboveabove    A screened-in porch with all-weather wicker and custom pillows from Portland’s Maine Street Design Co. An open deck off the A screened-in porch with all-weather wicker and custom pillows from Portland’s Maine Street Design Co. An open deck off the 
master bedroom is beyond.master bedroom is beyond.          opposite, topopposite, top    Jean says she favors “strong elements with traditional lines,” epitomized by this custom dining Jean says she favors “strong elements with traditional lines,” epitomized by this custom dining 
table from Brooklyn’s Scott Jordan.table from Brooklyn’s Scott Jordan.          opposite, bottom, leftopposite, bottom, left    When they renovated their kitchen, Jean and Virgil picked clean white cabinets When they renovated their kitchen, Jean and Virgil picked clean white cabinets 

and sea-green backsplash tile but kept an older Oriental rug.and sea-green backsplash tile but kept an older Oriental rug.

A view from the mas-A view from the mas-
ter bedroom shows ter bedroom shows 
the corridor (with a the corridor (with a 
cherry-topped built-in cherry-topped built-in 
bookcase) that leads to bookcase) that leads to 
the living/dining room.the living/dining room.
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Jean and granddaughter Lily snuggle in a wool blanket from Seacolors Yarnery in Washington, Maine. For the room, Jean chose Jean and granddaughter Lily snuggle in a wool blanket from Seacolors Yarnery in Washington, Maine. For the room, Jean chose 
soothing colors that suggest the water.soothing colors that suggest the water.          opposite, topopposite, top    The pink grandchildren’s bedroom is tucked under the eaves and has Maine The pink grandchildren’s bedroom is tucked under the eaves and has Maine 

Cottage furniture.Cottage furniture.          opposite, bottom, rightopposite, bottom, right    Sarah and Lily snack at a kitchen island that juts slightly into the living/dining area to Sarah and Lily snack at a kitchen island that juts slightly into the living/dining area to 
visually connect the two spaces.visually connect the two spaces.

The view from the The view from the 
master bedroom, with its master bedroom, with its 
beadboard wall, into the beadboard wall, into the 
bathroom with storage bathroom with storage 
under the eaves.under the eaves.
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The Cummings were so grateful for his work that they The Cummings were so grateful for his work that they 
named one of their property’s walkways the Phinney named one of their property’s walkways the Phinney 
Path. They gave Brunswick’s Carrot Signs a copy of Path. They gave Brunswick’s Carrot Signs a copy of 
Phinney’s signature for the trail marker, so, as Virgil Phinney’s signature for the trail marker, so, as Virgil 
says, “his handwriting is on the path.”says, “his handwriting is on the path.”

Brett describes Virgil and Jean as “two of the most Brett describes Virgil and Jean as “two of the most 
hands-on clients I have ever encountered.  She lac-hands-on clients I have ever encountered.  She lac-
quers railings and paints the house. He rakes acorns quers railings and paints the house. He rakes acorns 
and gardens. They are so proud of what they create and gardens. They are so proud of what they create 
there every day. There’s never a moment that you there every day. There’s never a moment that you 
would walk into the house where everything wasn’t would walk into the house where everything wasn’t 
just tip-top.” For all the activity, the overall goal is to just tip-top.” For all the activity, the overall goal is to 
reflect the location, which is, as Jean says, “so sooth-reflect the location, which is, as Jean says, “so sooth-
ing,” the very thing one hopes for an abode whether ing,” the very thing one hopes for an abode whether 
times are troubling or joyous.times are troubling or joyous.

aboveabove    A view of the waterfront and shoreline path.A view of the waterfront and shoreline path.          le� le�     From From 
the driveway, one walks down a path that consists of a series the driveway, one walks down a path that consists of a series 
of granite slab steps, hugged by gardens, to reach the house. of granite slab steps, hugged by gardens, to reach the house. 
The plantings here, as well as bordering the house, were The plantings here, as well as bordering the house, were 
designed by the late Bill Phinney of Wiscasset.designed by the late Bill Phinney of Wiscasset.
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